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We are Chris & Laura Travels
Christopher and Laura are the Australian/Canadian couple behind the creation of chrisandlauratravels.com.
We pride ourselves on providing high quality visual content through blogs, digital photography, videography & aerial
photography/videography.
Developing close working relationships with our clients to produce promotional content, SEO researched focussed blog
articles and creative and thoughtful video content creation.

CHRIS AND LAURA STATS

Youtube: 749 / 65.8K views / 6.7K
unique quarterly views
Facebook: 327

Pinterest: 8K unique monthly visits

Age: 25-34 y.o / 79.5%
North America: 43%
Australia: 3.2%
South America: 3.5%

OUR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Chris and Laura work together to deliver high quality content through SEO researched and focussed blog
articles. Based on current market trends and research to best target the current audience and market for
long term results.
Our Travel articles are designed to maximise the audience and relevant market not only in the short term
but also long term reach.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY
Developing close working relationships with our clients through thoughtful and engaged pre-planning discussions, we
are able to create visually stimulating and engaging digital content.
Chris and Laura have the skills, equipment and knowledge to create stunning visual content. Whether you require new
promotional content for a media campaign, promoting a specific product, destination, service or launch,
chrisandlauratravels.com are ready for the task.

WORK WITH US
Chris and Laura are available to work domestically or abroad to a wide range of clients both in the Travel sector & outside.
We are available for any partnership or promotional content you wish to create together.
With a part of our brand having a vital position in sustainable and ethical practices, we strive to work with brands that feel
they align with ours.

BRAND AMBASSADORS

DIGITAL MEDIA

PROMOTIONAL CONTENT

TESTIMONIALS

Working with Chris and Laura was dream come true!
Not only did they understand our requests from the beginning of the work, they went above and beyond to
make it even better then what we asked!
I highly recommend working with Chris and Laura, when we started using there videos we saw an increase in
our sales!
Thanks again guys!
Marco Fiallo
Founder Takiri Travel

CONTACT US
We look forward to working closely with you on your future projects, in the mean time you can find us
at:
Web: chrisandlauratravels.com

Instagram: @chrisandlaura_

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/ChrisandLauraTravels

Email: hello@chrisandlauratravels.com

Facebook: /chrisandlauratravels

Pinterest: Chrisandlauratravels

